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Growth of monolayer, bi-layer, and tri-layer single-crystalline graphene (SCG) using chemical

vapor deposition method is reported. SCG’s mechanical properties and single-crystalline

nature were characterized and verified by atomic force microscope and Raman spectroscopy.

Electro-mechanical switches based on mono- and bi-layer SCG were fabricated, and the superb

properties of SCG enable the switches to operate at pull-in voltage as low as 1 V, and high

switching speed about 100 ns. These devices exhibit lifetime without a breakdown of over 5000

cycles, far more durable than any other graphene nanoelectromechanical system switches

reported. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4868869]

Nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) are a rapidly

growing research field for promising applications, for

instance, NEMS switches, resonators, etc.1,2 NEMS

switches, with ideal zero off-current and excellent on–off

current ratio,3 could replace existing discrete metal-oxide-

semiconductor (MOS) switches having intrinsic drawbacks

as high power dissipation and strong short-channel effects.4

In order to expand applications of NEMS switches, their

moving parts should be further scaled down to reduce opera-

tion voltage and response time.2 However, conventional bulk

silicon based materials for NEMS switches become fragile

when their thickness is reduced to nanoscale. Graphene, a

two-dimensional honeycomb crystal material with

sp2-bonded carbon atoms,5 is predicted to be an excellent

candidate for NEMS switches owing to its extremely small

thickness, superb in-plane stiffness,6 and very low mass.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods, especially

on a copper substrate, have been widely used to grow large-

area graphene monolayer film in recent years.7–9 However,

large area graphene film prepared by currently available

growth methods is polycrystalline material,10,11 and wafer-

scale single-crystalline graphene (SCG) is far from being

realized.12–15 Because of grain boundaries inside graphene,

most of graphene’s electrical and mechanical properties de-

grade drastically, possibly having a detrimental effect on

graphene based device performance.16–18 For instance, poly-

crystalline graphene NEMS switches can only operate about

4–5 times before breakdown.2 Although CVD growth of

SCG grains was demonstrated,19,20 SCG NEMS devices

have not been reported so far, and how SCG can improve

NEMS performance is unclear. In this Letter, we report a

top-down approach combining low pressure chemical vapor

deposition (LPCVD) and photolithography processes to

obtain monolayer and multi-layer SCG NEMS switches with

superb performance with pull-in voltage of about 1 V,

switching speed of about 100 ns, and life time of over 5000

times.

LPCVD growth was carried out in a 2 in. quartz tube

furnace with a mixture of methane and hydrogen at 1050 �C.

Next, SCG was transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate by

PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) assisted process. Finally,

free-standing SCG NEMS switches were fabricated using

microfabrication processes.

Prior to growth, a copper foil (25 lm thick, 99.8%, Alfa

Aesar) was pre-treated by diluted nitric acid to remove native

copper oxide surface on the copper substrate for a better

growth. Because grain boundaries of a continuous polycrys-

talline graphene film are hardly visible under an optical

microscope,21 we stopped the growth before isolated gra-

phene islands connected to each other to obtain SCG and

avoid grain boundary generation during NEMS fabrication.

Monolayer SCG growing on the copper foil with methane

flowrate of 1.2 SCCM, 0.6 SCCM, and 0.12 SCCM is shown

in Figures 1(a)–1(c), respectively. Most of monolayer SCG

islands have star-like shapes and are uniformly distributed

across the copper foil. Decreasing methane flow rate can

FIG. 1. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of SCGs on copper

foil with methane flow rate of 1.2 SCCM. (b) SEM image of SCGs on cop-

per foil with methane flow rate of 0.6 SCCM. (c) SEM image of SCGs on

copper foil with methane flow rate of 0.12 SCCM. (d) Monolayer SCGs on

copper with adlayer.
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reduce nucleation density effectively, thus generate larger

grain size. In addition, higher growth temperature and hydro-

gen/methane flow rate ratio can also result in larger grain

sizes. Each SCG grain is over 10 lm, large enough to fabri-

cate NEMS switches. With longer growth time, adlayers

were observed, as shown in Figure 1(d), which usually share

the same nuclei with the first seed layer. A graphene adlayer

has much smaller growth rate and smaller size than the first

graphene layer. Unlike monolayer SCG, the second and third

layer SCG are hexagonal shaped, with their edges macro-

scopically oriented predominantly parallel to zigzag

directions.8

After LPCVD growth, SCG on the copper foil substrate

was transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate by PMMA assisted

process,1 and SCG physical properties were characterized by

Raman mapping spectroscopy. In order to remove PMMA

residues, the sample was heated up to 300 �C at low pressure

for 3 h.22 Monolayer SCGs on a SiO2/Si substrate were

shown in Figure 2(a). In Figure 2(b), the darker color demon-

strated the adlayer inside a graphene film. Number of gra-

phene layers and defects inside graphene were verified by

2D/G peak intensity ratio and D peak intensity, respectively.

Bi- and tri-layer have a broader and lower 2D band with

respect to monolayer graphene, as shown in Figure 2(c).

Mono-, bi-, and tri-layer SCG were shown in Figures

2(d)–2(f), and hexagonal shape of adlayers was demon-

strated in Figure 2(f). Negligibly small D peak (the intensity

ratio of D band to G band is less than 5%) over most of the

area within a graphene grain indicates low-defect and single-

crystal nature of our sample, since grain boundary could

increase D peak intensity.

Free-standing SCG devices were fabricated with micro-

fabrication processes. First, star-like shaped monolayer SCG

and hexagonal shaped bi-layer SCG were etched into rectan-

gular beams by O2 plasma dry etching. The electrode fabri-

cation involves photolithography, Cr (10 nm)/Au (100 nm)

electron-beam evaporation, and metal lift-off. One important

thing should be emphasized on this process is that we

designed graphene nuclei located beneath contact electrodes

instead of on the beam, because graphene nuclei have rela-

tively more defects than other parts of graphene.9,23 Buffered

oxidize etchant (BOE) was applied to etch SiO2 beneath gra-

phene and release the free-standing structure, followed by

critical point drying to avoid stiction. We fabricated the SCG

beams with different lengths, which range between 1–5 lm.

The width of the beam is about 2 lm, and the gap between

SCG and substrate is 300 nm.

A graphene beam array derived from one large mono-

layer SCG and bi-layer SCG were shown in Figures 3(a) and

3(b), respectively. As shown in Figure 3(c), D peak intensity

inside the SCG beam is slightly larger than that of SCG

grains, indicating minor defects generated during device fab-

rication process. As shown in Figure 3(e), the 2D/G peak in-

tensity ratio image demonstrates good uniformity of the

beam thickness.

Mechanical properties of SCG beams were investigated

by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Dynamic mode was

chosen for high-resolution topographic imaging, as shown in

Figure 4(a), to minimize the tip’s shear interaction with the

delicate structure to avoid damage. During indentation, the

relationship among graphene beam displacement, Zbeam,

piezo stage movement beneath sample, Zpiezo, and AFM can-

tilever deflection, Zafm, is given by

Zbeam ¼ Zpiezo � Zaf m: (1)

Figure 4(b) showed four representative force curves.

One curve obtained on the rigid Si substrate was used as a

reference to calibrate the sensitivity of the cantilever deflec-

tion measurement. The other three curves were derived by

indenting 3 different locations on beam described in Figure

4(a) as spot 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Lesser slope corre-

sponds to reduced stiffness in a force curve. The stiffness

reaches a minimum at the center with respect to the long

beam axis, but a maximum with respect to the short beam

axis (saddle shaped stiffness distribution). In addition, force

curves imply the nonlinear property of a two-end-fixed gra-

phene beam. Based on the force curves derived from

FIG. 2. (a) Optical view of monolayer

SCGs on SiO2/Si substrate. (b) Optical

view of bi-layer and tri-layer graphene

on SiO2/Si substrate. (c) Raman spec-

tra of mono-, bi-, and tri-layer gra-

phene, respectively. (d) Raman G peak

image of monolayer SCG. (e) Raman

G peak image of bi-layer SCG. (f)

Raman G Peak image of tri-layer

graphene.
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different graphene beams we tested, Young’s modulus of

0.8 6 0.09 TPa was deduced. The deduction method is simi-

lar to those reported previously.24,25 This value is compara-

ble to that of mechanically exfoliated graphene,6 indicating

high quality and single-crystalline nature of our samples.

Electromechanically actuated NEMS switches based on

SCG in different thicknesses were investigated according to

three parameters: (1) Pull-in voltage, (2) life time, and (3)

switching speed. Top graphene film can be pulled to be in

contact with the conductive substrate when applying a DC

voltage. Once applied bias is larger than a threshold voltage,

pull-in voltage, a sharp increase of the current will be

observed which will indicates the switch is turned on. On

contrary, the contact will be broken by an elastic force after

the bias is removed. The pull-in voltage is given by

Vpull�in ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kg3

0

27eA

r
; (2)

where k is the spring constant of the beam, g0 is the gap

between beam and substrate, e is the vacuum permittivity, and

A is the size of suspended graphene beam over lower electro-

des. Thinner beam is softer with smaller spring constant, k, thus

the pull-in voltage is smaller. Pull-in voltage of monolayer

SCG switch tested was about 1 V, while that of bi-layer SCG

was about 1.5 V (Figure 4(c)). This value is much smaller than

conventional MEMS switches, and it is compatible with MOS

circuit requirements.2 The Young’s modulus of SCG deducted

from the pull-in voltage is about 0.9 TPa. We assume the dif-

ferent deflection region is responsible for the difference

between two Young’s modulus values deducted. During AFM

indentation, the SCG has very small deflection, while during

switching an SCG beam has relatively larger deflection.

Life time limited by fracture failure is the bottleneck of

graphene actuators (resonators1 and switches2). Without the

influence of grain boundary, our switches show longer life

time than that of other graphene NEMS switches reported in

literature.26 Our mono- and bi-layer SCG devices switched

5000 times without failure, as shown in Figure 4(c), while

polycrystalline graphene beam is reported to operate only

4–5 times due to mechanical grain boundary defect,2 and

graphene beam from mechanical exfoliation can operate 500

times before breakdown.26

Switching speed is another important parameter. For elec-

tromechanically actuated switches, switching time consists of

response time, which is the time required to overcome me-

chanical inertia, and rise time of the voltage pulse due to

charging capacitance. The switching time, t, is given by

t ¼ 3:67Vpull�in

2pf0V
; (3)

where V is the step function voltage, and f0 is the first

order resonant frequency of beam. In general, conventional

MEMS/NEMS has a switching time in the microsecond

FIG. 4. (a) AFM topographic image of a suspended monolayer SCG beam.

(b) Force curves from 3 different spots on the beam described in a. The force

curve derive from rigid Si surface is used as a calibration curve. (c) I-V

curves of monolayer SCG switch and bi-layer SCG switch, respectively. (d)

The input signal and output signal of monolayer SCG switch and bi-layer

SCG switch, respectively.

FIG. 3. (a) SEM image of graphene

beam arrays from 1 monolayer SCG.

(b) SEM image of bilayer SCG beam.

(c) Raman D peak image of a sus-

pended monolayer SCG. (d) Raman G

peak image of a suspended monolayer

SCG. (e) Raman 2D/G peak image of a

suspended monolayer SCG.
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regime.3 However, the extremely low mass density and high

Young’s modulus of graphene result in a high resonant fre-

quency, showing possible operation in nanosecond regime.

A step function was applied to the NEMS switch input termi-

nal, and the output signal was measured. Switching speed of

our graphene switch was characterized by applying a step

signal to the device input terminals, while the output signal

was measured concurrently, as shown in Figure 4(d). The

time difference between these two signals is in the order of

100 ns, the delay time, indicating an upper bound of the

intrinsic switching speed of the switch. Due to higher reso-

nant frequency, bi-layer SCG shows faster switching speed

than monolayer SCG switch.

In conclusion, we used LPCVD method to grow mono-,

bi-, and tri-layer SCG. Raman characterization identifies

their number of layers and demonstrates the low-defect and

single-crystal nature of our samples. Young’s modulus

derived by AFM indentation indicates the mechanical prop-

erties of our graphene sample is comparable to mechanically

exfoliated graphene. Mono- and bi-layer SCG NEMS

switches were fabricated to demonstrate the effectiveness of

our method. Monolayer SCG shows lower pull-in voltage,

while bi-layer shows faster switching speed. The outstanding

mechanical properties of SCG enable the switches to operate

at a very low pull-in voltage and a very fast switching speed.

The devices exhibit lifetime of over 5000 cycles without a

breakdown, better than other graphene NEMS switches

reported. The results presented here suggest that CVD SCG

is an excellent candidate for NEMS switches.

The authors acknowledge the assistance of fabrication

and characterization from Minnesota Nano Center and

Characterization Facility at the University of Minnesota. The

authors also thank Dr. Greg Haugstad for the assistance of

graphene AFM indentation measurement.
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